
YOU HAVE TO STAND  
BEHIND YOUR NUMBERS. 
You shouldn’t also have  
to sweat and lose sleep.

With clarity comes confidence.



On a scale of 1 to 10,  
how confident are you in your financial data?

Obscurity is no friend of business. It cloaks risk, muddies forecasts and hides lurking trouble. You see its 
impact every day. A tax problem, here. A compliance problem, there. You don’t have the financial clarity you 
need to be confident. And without confidence, it’s difficult to move forward.

PowerPlan eliminates obscurity. It gives you a clear 
line of sight to relevant financial and operational 
data from every area of your company. It shows you 
where the possibilities are, so you can anticipate 
the future and plan for it strategically. It also 
reveals weaknesses, which open the door to new 
opportunities. PowerPlan is a deeply powerful insight 
tool that illuminates every asset in your company with 
a degree of detail so granular it is simply stunning.

“ With PowerPlan, our 
information is now centralized 
and transparent, allowing us to 
make faster, better operational 
decisions.” 
- General Manager of Financial 

Shared Services, TVA



If your spreadsheets 

are so accurate,  

how come everyone 

dreads signing the  

tax documents?



“ PowerPlan helped us better see 
how our assets are performing 
operationally and financially 
across the country.” 

- Controller, U.S. Telecom



PLANNING

 • Fixed Assets

 •  Capital Planning and 
Forecasting

 •  Asset Investment 
Planning and 
Management

FORECASTING

 • Fixed Assets

 •  Capital Planning and 
Forecasting

 •  Project Portfolio 
Cost Management

COMPLIANCE

 • Lease Accounting 

 •  Rate Case and ROE 
Management 

 • Income Tax

 • Property Tax

ANALYTICS 

 •  Insights Analytics 
and Reporting

Get everyone in your company on the same virtual page.

Organizations today face a myriad of challenges:

 •  Enterprises operating across multiple geographies and jurisdictions need to be compliant  
with changing rules, laws and regulations. 

 •  Increased regulatory scrutiny requires a defensible audit trail.
 •  Ongoing changes to tax code build on previous revisions challenging data flexibility and accuracy. 
 •  Globalization adds extra layers of complexity and multiple sets of books that must align. 
 •  Investors continually demand better returns. 
 •  IT budgets and resources are becoming tighter and tighter. 

The list goes on.

PowerPlan’s solutions were designed, to enable organizations of all sizes to leverage data from their ERP, 
EAM and other financial systems, in a single, highly detailed platform. By layering complex regulatory 
requirements with granular financial and operational data, PowerPlan provides a single source of auditable 
information that can be accessed by stakeholders in every department. Even better, PowerPlan gives 
decision makers the tools they need to look at the same set of meaningful data through different product 
suites to improve corporate performance:



Know your data. Trust your data.
Use your data to do incredible things.

PowerPlan’s solutions make it easy to:

 •  Combine granular financial and operational asset details from every corner of your 
company into a unique view, enabling optimal strategies across the organization.

 •  Mitigate compliance risk by applying complex tax and industry specific regulatory 
requirements into a consolidated, auditable set of financial books.

 •  Develop defensible, strategic financial asset scenarios that enable optimal planning for 
today, tomorrow and the next 20+ years.

The more assets a company has, the more challenging 
it is to manage them strategically, and ensure 
compliance with changing rules and regulations.

Our founders saw that to optimize financial and compliance decisions you need more granular 
data than is typically found in existing systems, so they built the first software platform that 
integrated financial data with compliance information.

Today, more than 250 companies across multiple industries 
count on PowerPlan’s strategic corporate performance 
management software and expertise for the clarity they need to 
be confident in their business decisions.

Fueled by the knowledge of team members in the U.S., 
Canada, the U.K. and Australia, PowerPlan has earned a 98% 
customer retention rate.

“ With PowerPlan, we are better 

able to see when and where 

project costs are moving out of 

line, giving us the opportunity to 

quickly change direction.” 
- CEO, Natural Gas Company



“ The granularity of the data 

in PowerPlan enabled us to 

align operations, accounting 

and tax around new tax 

strategies.” 
- Tax Director, EQT 
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See what PowerPlan can do for your organization.

PowerPlan’s software and expertise has optimized the strategic corporate performance of 
companies in the world’s most complex industries for more than 20 years. Now let us help you. To 
schedule a free consultation with a PowerPlan expert in your industry, call +1 678.223.2800 or visit 
PowerPlan.com.


